


Rengiyle, dokusuyla ve duygusuyla, şehir hayatının 

AGT’nin yenilikçi yaklaşımı, parkelerinde de kendini 

yaratan parkeler, dekorlarıyla da trendlerin öncülüğünü 

Farklı zevk ve ihtiyaçlara hitap eden ve tasarımlarıyla 
büyüleyen AGT Parke çeşitlerinden biri, mutlaka sizin 

Keşfetmeye hazır mısınız?

Floorings of AGT bear the trace from deepest parts of the 

Innovative approach of AGT shows itself with its �ooring as 

There is always an AGT �ooring, appealing to di�erent 

Are you ready to discover?
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Grande Step! The fantastic new laminate floors from AGT ! Laminate 
floors are an effective substitute for real wood floors. Several layers 
come together of which include, a balancing paper at the bottom, with a 
high density fiber board in the middle. Topped with a design layer and 
protected with a hardened melamine surface. Furthermore, the hardened 
top layer on this floor gives you an AC4 rating. This means that the floor 
automatically comes with a 20 year residential warranty. The AGT 
laminate floor is one of the best wood imitation floors in the business.
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Grande Step! The fantastic new laminate floors from AGT ! Laminate 
floors are an effective substitute for real wood floors. Several layers 
come together of which include, a balancing paper at the bottom, with a 
high density fiber board in the middle. Topped with a design layer and 
protected with a hardened melamine surface. Furthermore, the hardened 
top layer on this floor gives you an AC4 rating. This means that the floor 
automatically comes with a 20 year residential warranty. The AGT 
laminate floor is one of the best wood imitation floors in the business.
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Grande Step! The fantastic new laminate floors from AGT ! Laminate 
floors are an effective substitute for real wood floors. Several layers 
come together of which include, a balancing paper at the bottom, with a 
high density fiber board in the middle. Topped with a design layer and 
protected with a hardened melamine surface. Furthermore, the hardened 
top layer on this floor gives you an AC4 rating. This means that the floor 
automatically comes with a 20 year residential warranty. The AGT 
laminate floor is one of the best wood imitation floors in the business.
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Grande Step! The fantastic new laminate floors from AGT ! Laminate 
floors are an effective substitute for real wood floors. Several layers 
come together of which include, a balancing paper at the bottom, with a 
high density fiber board in the middle. Topped with a design layer and 
protected with a hardened melamine surface. Furthermore, the hardened 
top layer on this floor gives you an AC4 rating. This means that the floor 
automatically comes with a 20 year residential warranty. The AGT 
laminate floor is one of the best wood imitation floors in the business.
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Grande Step! The fantastic new laminate floors from AGT ! Laminate 
floors are an effective substitute for real wood floors. Several layers 
come together of which include, a balancing paper at the bottom, with a 
high density fiber board in the middle. Topped with a design layer and 
protected with a hardened melamine surface. Furthermore, the hardened 
top layer on this floor gives you an AC4 rating. This means that the floor 
automatically comes with a 20 year residential warranty. The AGT 
laminate floor is one of the best wood imitation floors in the business.
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Grande Step! The fantastic new laminate floors from AGT ! Laminate 
floors are an effective substitute for real wood floors. Several layers 
come together of which include, a balancing paper at the bottom, with a 
high density fiber board in the middle. Topped with a design layer and 
protected with a hardened melamine surface. Furthermore, the hardened 
top layer on this floor gives you an AC4 rating. This means that the floor 
automatically comes with a 20 year residential warranty. The AGT 
laminate floor is one of the best wood imitation floors in the business.
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Grande Step! The fantastic new laminate floors from AGT ! Laminate 
floors are an effective substitute for real wood floors. Several layers 
come together of which include, a balancing paper at the bottom, with a 
high density fiber board in the middle. Topped with a design layer and 
protected with a hardened melamine surface. Furthermore, the hardened 
top layer on this floor gives you an AC4 rating. This means that the floor 
automatically comes with a 20 year residential warranty. The AGT 
laminate floor is one of the best wood imitation floors in the business.
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Grande Step! The fantastic new laminate floors from AGT ! Laminate 
floors are an effective substitute for real wood floors. Several layers 
come together of which include, a balancing paper at the bottom, with a 
high density fiber board in the middle. Topped with a design layer and 
protected with a hardened melamine surface. Furthermore, the hardened 
top layer on this floor gives you an AC4 rating. This means that the floor 
automatically comes with a 20 year residential warranty. The AGT 
laminate floor is one of the best wood imitation floors in the business.
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Grande Step! The fantastic new laminate floors from AGT ! Laminate 
floors are an effective substitute for real wood floors. Several layers 
come together of which include, a balancing paper at the bottom, with a 
high density fiber board in the middle. Topped with a design layer and 
protected with a hardened melamine surface. Furthermore, the hardened 
top layer on this floor gives you an AC4 rating. This means that the floor 
automatically comes with a 20 year residential warranty. The AGT 
laminate floor is one of the best wood imitation floors in the business.
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Grande Step! The fantastic new laminate floors from AGT ! Laminate 
floors are an effective substitute for real wood floors. Several layers 
come together of which include, a balancing paper at the bottom, with a 
high density fiber board in the middle. Topped with a design layer and 
protected with a hardened melamine surface. Furthermore, the hardened 
top layer on this floor gives you an AC4 rating. This means that the floor 
automatically comes with a 20 year residential warranty. The AGT 
laminate floor is one of the best wood imitation floors in the business.
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Grande Step! The fantastic new laminate floors from AGT ! Laminate 
floors are an effective substitute for real wood floors. Several layers 
come together of which include, a balancing paper at the bottom, with a 
high density fiber board in the middle. Topped with a design layer and 
protected with a hardened melamine surface. Furthermore, the hardened 
top layer on this floor gives you an AC4 rating. This means that the floor 
automatically comes with a 20 year residential warranty. The AGT 
laminate floor is one of the best wood imitation floors in the business.
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Grande Step! The fantastic new laminate floors from AGT ! Laminate 
floors are an effective substitute for real wood floors. Several layers 
come together of which include, a balancing paper at the bottom, with a 
high density fiber board in the middle. Topped with a design layer and 
protected with a hardened melamine surface. Furthermore, the hardened 
top layer on this floor gives you an AC4 rating. This means that the floor 
automatically comes with a 20 year residential warranty. The AGT 
laminate floor is one of the best wood imitation floors in the business.



GRANDE S T E P



Merkez   Head O�ce

Organize Sanayi Bölgesi 
3 35 07190 
Döşemealtı, Antalya, Türkiye

17 17 249 242 90+
27 17 249 242 90+

agt @agt.com.tr

İstanbul O�s   Istanbul O�ce

36  
34693 Çamlıca, İstanbul, Türkiye

48 82 344 216 90+
48 82 316 216 90+

istanbul@agt.com.tr


